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PER CURIAM:*

We have carefully studied the record and the briefs and have

heard oral argument in this case.  We acknowledge that, when all of

the fine points of the evidence are analyzed, this case is very

close as to whether George has demonstrated a triable case of

retaliation and race discrimination concerning the two promotions

at issue.  We further acknowledge that Honeywell has demonstrated

racial sensitivity in response to some of George’s complaints.

Still, our careful consideration of the entire record in this case
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leaves us with the impression that the case is inappropriate for

summary judgment.  

In sum, George has introduced evidence that he was a well-

known and inveterate protestor of racial discrimination at the

plant; that some of the decision-makers at the Honeywell plant had

demonstrated racial bias; that the plant manager disapproved of

George’s complaints of race discrimination; that the knowledge of

George’s earlier complaints can be imputed to the committee; and

that George was clearly qualified for the back-up operator

position.  This evidence leads us to conclude that this case should

be tried to a fact-finder.  Of course, the fact-finder may reject

the evidence to which we have referred because there is evidence

adduced by Honeywell that tends to refute much of it.  But on the

other hand, the jury may accept such evidence and make the nexus

that George has proved his claims of unlawful denial of the

promotions at issue.  Accordingly, we VACATE the district court’s

grant of summary judgment to Honeywell and REMAND this case for

further proceedings.

VACATED and REMANDED.


